HAZRAT-I-A'LA REJECTS OVERTURES TO PEACE
the Deccan, attain distinction under the generous attention and
lordly protection. I hand over other jagzrs to the sarkar. Here-
after I will never deviate from the path of humility which is the
feature of traders. I belong to the community of frangs and I
will never go back on my promise. The rules of courtesy do not
embolden me to be long-winded; humility does not permit me to
be lengthy/'
After the contents became evident Hazrat-i-Ala said:
"Though the acceptance of peace is befitting and agreeable to
end the dispute, yet generosity to the treacherous is like
enmity towards the trustworthy. 'To do good to the wicked is
doing harm to the good.' Besides this, other points demand
reflection and need thought.
(1) Riza All Khan under Dupleix* protection is lying in
wait with the claim of authority over the Carnatic.
(?) We have friendly relations with Nawwab Asfn'd-
Dawla Ghaziiid-Din Khan. Bahadur and our acceptance of the
request of the French would create a suspicion that we are in
league with Salabat Jang. This will cause disturbance in the
building of confidence.
 (3)	It will become evident that we  are going against the
command of the Sultan enjoining on us to expel the French.
 (4)	The covenant of M. Dupleix cannot be relied upon,
for on a former occasion he wrote a peace treaty  seeking re-
conciliation, but later he  joined with Hidayat Muhiyyu'd-DIn
Khan and broke the promise.
 (5)	He claims equality with the English who  are our old
friends.    He also hopes to get  the grant of the jaglr of the
taluk of Chenji just like the grant  of jaglrs to the English.
But  my father had  enjoined  on me to help  the English, to
promote their interest and to exterminate the French.    In these
by the knowledge that he was to receive reinforcements from Europe;
towards the end of July two ships conveying 500 soldiers reached Pondi-
cherry.
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